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Abstract: Lake sediments are a valuable archive to document past flood occurrence and magnitude, and their evolution over centuries to millennia. This information has the potential to greatly improve current flood design and risk assessment approaches, which are hampered by the shortness and scarcity of gauge records. For this reason, paleoflood hydrology from lake sediments received fast-growing attention over the last decade. This allowed an extensive development of experience and methodologies and, thereby, the reconstruction of paleoflood series with increasingly higher accuracy. In this review, we provide up-to-date knowledge on flood sedimentary processes and systems, as well as on state-of-the-art methods for reconstructing and interpreting paleoflood records. We also discuss possible perspectives in the field of paleoflood hydrology from lake sediments by highlighting the remaining challenges. This review intends to guide the research interest in documenting past floods from lake sediments. In particular, we offer here guidance supported by the literature in how to choose the most appropriate lake in a given region, to find the best suited sedimentary environments to take the cores, to identify flood deposits in the sedimentary sequence, to distinguish them from other instantaneous deposits, and finally, to rigorously interpret the flood chronicle thus produced.
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1. Introduction

River floods are one of the most common natural hazards, frequently causing disasters worldwide, such as the catastrophic floods that occurred in southern France in October 2020 associated with the storm Alex or more recently in a large part of Western Europe in July 2021 [1]. A key societal issue is thereby to know how flood occurrence and magnitude evolve with climate changes. The knowledge of the climate-flood linkages is, however, hampered by the scarcity in space and time of gauge data [2]. Reconstructing long time series of flood events from historical and natural archives, especially regarding events with a high-impact potential (>10-year floods), offers a great perspective to overcome this
limitation [3]. Hence, paleoflood data can be used to better understand the processes causing extreme flood events [4,5], to inform flood design and risk assessment [6] and to unravel how climatic changes and other drivers of change affect flood characteristics [7]. Among the available natural flood archives, lake sediments are particularly valuable since they are the only continuous archive that can document past floods over centuries to tens of thousands of years [8], with a dating resolution up to the season in the case of varves, i.e., of annually-laminated sediments. In addition, lakes are present in most regions worldwide, especially in small and/or mountainous catchments where gauge stations are particularly rare. Nevertheless, the reliability of flood reconstructions strictly depends on the sustainability of the climate-flood linkages further back in time, which can be altered by long-term changes in erosion processes at the catchment scale. As land-cover changes can be of anthropogenic and/or natural origin, particular attention should then be paid before interpreting a flood record from a climate perspective. Similarly, documenting past flood magnitude using lake sediments remains a challenge.

The imprint of flood events in lake sediments and the related sedimentary processes have been first described at the end of the 19th century in Lake Geneva [9] and further documented only a century later in both lakes Geneva [10,11] and Thun [12]. At the turn of the 21st century, scientific efforts were mobilized to reconstruct the first flood series aiming to explore the climate-flood linkages over millennia in New Zealand [13,14], Norway [15], and America [16–18] (Figure 1). This inspired the first phase of development in paleoflood hydrology using lake sediments, with studies mostly concentrated in Europe as reviewed by Gilli et al. [19] and Schiller eff et al. [20]. During the following decade, paleoflood hydrology received fast-growing attention as illustrated by the three-fold publication increase (Figure 1), which resulted in the acquisition of extensive datasets, in the significant development of methodologies, and of hydrometeorological and statistical analyses aiming to better link changes in flood occurrence and magnitude with climate changes [21]. The present paper provides up-to-date and state-of-the-art knowledge on flood sedimentary processes and systems (Sections 2 and 3), as well as on reconstructing (Sections 4–7) and interpreting (Section 8) paleoflood records. Furthermore, we discuss possible perspectives in the field of paleoflood hydrology by highlighting the remaining challenges (Section 9).

![Map of the published paleoflood records from lake sediments and chronology of publications covering all aspects of paleoflood hydrology from lake sediments (a publication in 1885 has been omitted for graphic reasons). A complete list of the published paleoflood records is available in Supplementary Material.](image-url)
2. Generation of a Flood Deposit

A flooding event usually implies overland flows and larger river discharge than usual, which have the potential to erode soil and riverbed particles. During these energetic events, the eroded particles are transferred from the source area (lake’s watershed) to the natural sink (lake floor) mostly via the river or other run-off processes. When the river enters the lake, the sediment particles are spread within the lake waters being mostly deposited on the lake floor (Figure 2). The pathways of this sediment-laden current strongly depend on the contrast between river and lake water densities, which are themselves mainly controlled by water temperature and suspended load. When the density of the sediment-water mixture from the riverine inlet exceeds that of the lake water, the mixture plunges and flows along the delta slopes as a land-derived hyperpycnal current [12,22–24] (Figure 2A). When the river and the lake waters are of similar densities, a rapid mixing of particles occurs throughout the lake water column, resulting in a homopycnal current (Figure 2B). On the other hand, when the river water density is lower than the standing lake water, the sediment plume is spread over the lake surface resulting in a hypopycnal flow [25] (see Figure 2 in Mulder and Chapron [22]). The lake water density also depends on its stratification conditions. Indeed, lakes can be thermally-stratified with warm, less dense waters in the upper part of the water column and both colder and denser waters in the lower part. Under these conditions, the river may not be dense enough to break through the lake stratification and through the sediment plume that is spread over the thermocline, thus resulting in a mesopycnal current [22,25–28] (see Figure 2 in Mulder and Chapron [22]). Homo- and hyperpycnal currents seem to be the most classical flood-induced sediment-laden currents (Figure 2), while hypo- and mesopycnal currents are less frequently observed.

![Figure 2](image_url). Illustration of the different sediment-laden currents during floods as well as the resulting deposits. The sketches on the left illustrate how the particles are spread in a lake basin according to the currents. The middle sketches highlight the different spatial extents of the flood deposits in a conceptual way. The sketches on the right show what the resulting deposits are expected to look like: (A) hyperpycnite and (B–D) graded beds. Black arrows highlight the coarsening and/or the fining-upward trends typical of these deposits.
Flood-induced hyperpycnal currents are expected to be reflected in the lake deposits by a coarsening-upward basal sequence followed by a fining-upward upper sequence resulting from the waxing and waning phases of the river flow, respectively [22] (Figures 2A and 3A). However, such a flood deposit is not really common in lacustrine environments [11,23,24,29–37]. Most of the time, only the upper, fining-upward sequence is observed and the deposits are thus commonly called graded deposits (Figures 2B and 3B). The absence of the basal sequence may result from the high-energy currents during the flood peak, eroding the basal sequence as suggested by the erosional base of some graded deposits. Alternatively, Saitoh et al. [35] suggested that graded beds are the distal evolution of deposits resulting from flood-induced hyperpycnal currents. Lastly, thin flood-induced deposits can preclude the coarsening-upward sequence to be observed.

Following a meso-, hypo- or homopycnal current, a differential settling of suspended particles develops with respect to the different sizes of grains, which results in a fining-upward sequence resembling the upper sequence of a hyperpycnite, i.e., a graded bed (Figure 2B). These graded beds are all terminated by a fine light cap at the top that consists of clay particles that slowly settle when energy dissipates at the end of the flooding event. These graded beds differ from those resulting from hyperpycnal currents by the sharp but non-erosive base. Occasionally, these graded layers show a “patchy” lateral layer distribution that may be explained by internal lake currents during the particles settling, leading to a heterogeneous spatial layer distribution [38]. Homopycnal currents are frequent when the material available in the catchment is made of fine particles [24,39,40], such as for proglacial environments where clay-size glacial sediment is abundant [12,41–43]. Those layers induced by homopycnal currents are usually characterized by well-sorted particles and a deposit that is more largely spread out over the lake [24,25,44] (Figure 2B). A later type of flood deposit has often been described as thin, homogeneous silty, sandy, or silty-sandy detrital layers intercalated into a sediment matrix [15,17,18,38] (Figure 3C). This type of flood deposit has mainly been described for sites whose sedimentation is dominated by autochthonous inputs. That is, sites that are usually not or only slightly influenced by hydrology and/or erosive processes in the watershed. The depositional processes remain unclear. Whether meso-, hypo-, homo- or hyperpycnal currents, the specific generation of a flood deposit should thus make it possible to distinguish it from the background sedimentation in a lake sediment sequence.

**Figure 3.** Examples of the most classical types of flood layers with a photo and the evolution of grain size: (A) hyperpycnite, (B) graded layer and (C) detrital layer. The hyperpycnite and the graded layer were observed in the sediment sequences of the northern and southern basins of Lake Allos (France), where they result from hyperpycnal and homopycnal currents respectively [24]. Black arrows highlight the coarsening and/or the fining-upward trends typical of these deposits. The detrital layer has been observed in the sediment sequence of Lake Montcortès (Spain) with a thin section under microscope. This reveals that the detrital flood layer is intercalated within a seasonal cycle of calcite (summer/early autumn) and organic (winter/spring) layers [38].
3. Flood-Recording Systems

The record of flood deposits in a lake requires the availability of easily-erodible material in the catchment and a good transfer of this material through the catchment-lake system. This material can be the soils [45-47], fragile or weathered rocks [48] and deposits resulting for example from terrestrial landslide, alluvial or glacial activity [41,49,50]. The level of erodibility of this material may change the sensitivity of the catchment-lake system to record a flood event. The easier the material can be eroded, the more sensitive the catchment-lake system will be to record floods. This results in a highly different number of recorded floods, from a pluriannual [40,47,51-53] to a centennial [4,51] mean recurrence. Once eroded, the transfer of the flood material then depends on the river connectivity, e.g., an intermediate lake may act as a natural sediment trap [31,37]. Thereby, the presence of easily-erodible material along the stream and a well-developed delta are relevant indicators of good flood-recording systems, but they are not sufficient. Indeed, a rounded-shape delta suggests a highly changing river pathway that probably results in different underwater current pathways and thereby, in different flood deposit extends through time through time. This is clearly observed in the Rhone delta in Lake Geneva where a major (centennial) flood in the Swiss Rhone Valley completely modified the shape of the delta and its subaquatic channels, shifting northwards the pathways of the subsequent flood-related underwater currents for two centuries, until a more recent centennial flood shifted again the delta system [53]. These modifications in the delta sedimentary dynamics related to extreme floods eventually resulted in varying flood deposit geometries over time and, thereby, in a complex flood stratigraphy [11,53]. Therefore, recovering flood deposits then requires taking into account the size and morphology of the lake basin. For instance, in large lakes, only high-magnitude floods are powerful enough to disperse the sediments as far as the deep basins [54]. A proximal-distal transect of cores can then enable the whole variety of flood deposit positions to be covered [20,24,54,55]. Complex lake basin morphology may also result in a complex flood stratigraphy, especially if the sediment-laden currents change over time between hypo-, meso-, homo- and hyperpycnal (Section 2). Hypo-, meso- and homopycnal currents will tend to disperse the flood sediments over larger spatial extents whatever the lake basin morphology, while hyperpycnal currents follow the lake floor geometries such as channels and can be blocked by sills between sub-basins [30]. Lastly, the identification of flood deposits in a sediment sequence can be complicated by a low contrast between the flood deposits and the sedimentary background. Depending on the environmental setting of the catchment-lake systems, this sediment background can be either absent [47], detrital-rich [41,43] or authigenic-rich [54,56,57]. The absence of sediment background is the most critical since the entire sediment sequence is made of flood deposits, making the detection of flood deposit boundaries subtle. By contrast, an organic-rich sediment background is the most preferable since it will increase the contrast of nature with the flood deposits. Due to these different issues, not all lakes subject to flooding can reveal the presence of flood deposits. For instance, only 20 out of 35 cored lakes (56.5%) in the French Alps revealed flood deposits. Even sequences from neighboring lakes can record either plenty of floods or none [58]. With this in mind, the best-suited lakes for paleoflood reconstructions can exhibit well-developed deltas, but not round-shaped, and have a catchment with easily-erodible material and preferably located in a temperate setting to favor an organic-rich sediment background that would contrast with a flood signal. Furthermore, catchments with the presence of entities along the inflowing river that could act as an intermediate sediment trap (e.g., swamps, river plain or other small lakes) should be avoided.
4. Identifying Flood Layers

Flood deposits result from specific sedimentary currents, given specific features of grain size and spatial extent [59]. They also have a mineral composition that reflects the lithology of their watersheds, contrasting with the endogenic sedimentation usually more enriched in amorphous lacustrine organic matter and resulting in distinct colors and densities. The identification of flood deposits in a sediment sequence relies on these differences that can be determined using the following analyses. One should take care that, while below examples of the use of different proxies are given, they should not be directly used as a “cooking recipe”. A good knowledge of the system, i.e., of the geological substratum, in-lake processes and changes in environmental conditions, is required to identify the most appropriate proxies for flood identification. The combination of multiple proxies is also very useful and provides more robust interpretations.

4.1. Spatial Patterns (Stratigraphic Correlation from a Set of Cores)

Flood layers result from the deposition of sediments that have been transported within the lake by hypo-, homo- or hyperpycnal currents (Section 2). Each of these currents will result in different spatial extents of deposition. Deposits resulting from hyperpycnal currents generally cover areas from proximal locations up to the deep basin, while deposits resulting from hypo or homopycnal currents cover a larger area including for example the slopes opposite to the delta [22,24]. While the recognition of these processes is possible from monitoring [23,27,59], reconstructing them is only possible by sampling a set of cores from the different sedimentary environments (e.g., proximal area, deep basin, foot of lateral slopes) and performing the stratigraphical correlation of the flood layers from this set of cores [24,44]. A seismic survey, imaging the sedimentary infill, can be helpful to approach the spatial extent of flood layers and mass movements (Section 5), especially in large lakes where a very high number of cores may be needed to cover all sedimentary environments [45]. However, the acquisition of seismic data is sometimes difficult in certain sedimentary environments (e.g., gas blanking effect) and only reveals deposits thicker than several centimeters. The description of the spatial patterns of the deposits will highly help to distinguish flood layers among other event layers (Section 5) and find proxies of flood magnitude (Section 7).

4.2. Visual Description

Direct visual descriptions of sediment cores allow a rapid characterization of several key parameters of flood layers such as grain size, sorting, color, macroremains, layer thickness and morphologies and/or physical structures. Eye-naked sedimentological characterization often requires cleaning and smoothing of freshwater sediment with a metal spatula. Afterward grain-size, sorting and color can be qualitatively determined by direct comparison with standardized soil and sediment charts by finding best matches [60]. Colour should be determined immediately after the opening of the sediment core to avoid color alteration by drying and oxidation processes. Macromacros that are usually transported from the watershed during floods can also be visually identified, classified and used for radiocarbon dating, however, with caution as these macromacros may derive from mobilisation of very old material [48,58,61] (Section 6.1). Visual description of sediment cores is also an excellent approach to first identify macroscopic-scale physical and sedimentological structures in two dimensions (2D) that are diagnostic of the depositional processes and triggering factors such as erosional contacts, presence of slumps and folded material and/or liquefaction structures [37,62,63]. The 3D morphology of these structures can be subsequently investigated by high-resolution imaging techniques (i.e., CT scan, Section 4.3). Core pictures are obtained immediately after splitting the sediment cores in two halves and can be used to perform/refine sedimentological descriptions of the flood layers. On the other hand, the use of smear slides and thin sections retrieved from sediment cores allows for microscopic-scale observations of flood layers such as particle size or microfacies variability [25,41,55,64] (Figure 4) that are difficult to recognize by visual descriptions.
Smear slide observation is useful to qualitatively identify the mineral content, while thin sections can be used to determine the flood layers texture such as micro-erosional features, subtle grain-size variability and/or faint internal sub-layering [38,65–67]. Both, naked-eye “visu” and/or optical microscopy techniques are complementary and their use will depend on the thickness and structural complexity of the investigated flood layers.

![BLB0701](image)

**Figure 4.** Flood deposits in the detrital-rich Lake Blanc (BLB) sedimentary sequence. Given the strong dominance of detrital matter, the contrast of composition between the sedimentary background and graded layers resulting from for example flood events is low and the grain size is the best parameter to distinguish the two types of deposits. The high-resolution geochemical proxy (Ca/Fe) of grain size allows the identification of mm-scale graded layers, also found from thin section observations, but not from classical grain-size measurements (modified after Wilhelm et al. [41]).

### 4.3. Grain Size

The particle size distribution (PSD) of the detrital matter that reflects the transport processes of allochthonous material towards and within the lake is a key feature of flood layers. The removal of the organic matter contained in the sediment samples is then a preliminary step of PSD analyses, usually performed with a bath of diluted hydrogen peroxide [39,68]. PSD is commonly measured using the laser diffraction method given the range of particle sizes [69]. The occurrence of flood layers is often expressed as an increase in mean grain size [33,70], caused by a higher sediment transport energy (Section 2 and Figures 4 and 5). PSD can also reveal the coarsening-upward grading followed by the fining-upward grading typical of hyperpycnites or the unique fining-upward grading typical of graded layers. The sorting and PSD percentiles are other parameters helping to decipher the triggers of the graded layers [44,71], e.g., between floods or mass movements (Section 5). The recent development of core scanning techniques has permitted the acquisition of non-destructive, high-resolution proxies of grain size (Section 4.4).
Figure 5. Flood deposits in the Lake Allos (ALO) sedimentary sequence made of both organic and detrital matters. Given the high contrast of nature between the sedimentary background and graded beds resulting from flood events, classical indicators can be used like (dry) bulk density, organic matter content (TOC) or grain size (ratio Q90 vs. fraction smaller than 4 µm). The geochemical signals highlight an enrichment in detrital carbonates (Ca) in flood deposits as well as high-resolution changes in grain size (Ca/K) and organic matter (Inc/Coh) (modified after Wilhelm et al. [72]). Finally, the hyperspectral analyses (VNIR and SWIR) also help identify these high-resolution changes in the sedimentary matrix that may be automatically detected with machine-learning techniques. VNIR means Visible Near-Infrared and SWIR Short Wave Infrared.

4.4. Density

The high energy associated with river flooding often leads to the deposition of high-density material in lake sediments [13,41,72]. The density contrast in sediment core is enhanced for sediment background rich in organic matter [13,73]. Bulk density can be measured by sampling and weighting a known wet or dry volume of sediments (Figure 5). This method, however, requires a destructive sampling of the sediment cores and a minimum sediment sample size, which strongly limits both the sampling resolution (i.e., the detection of mm-scale flood layers) and the number of measured samples (i.e., the continuous measurement of long sediment sequences). These limitations have been overcome through the development of core scanning techniques that allowed for non-destructive, high-resolution measurements. Initially, multi-sensor core loggers (MSCL) were mounted with Gamma Ray Attenuation Porosity Evaluator (GRAPE) systems to provide a density estimate integrated over an irradiated cylindrical volume of sediment with a resolution between 2 and 5 mm [74]. Later, X-ray 3D computed tomography (CT) further improved the detection of flood layers on a sub-millimeter scale in a precise, fast and cost-efficient way, either by using medical [56] or industrial [73,75,76] CT scanners (Figure 6). Lastly, the use of the Coh/Inc ratio acquired by ITRAX core scanners can also be used as a non-destructive, high-resolution and continuous proxy for density [77] (Section 4.4).
Grain-size. Different geochemical composition between the finest (e.g., enriched in K, Rb, Ca and sometimes Zr (Figure 5). These elements can thus be used to distinguish mm-scale flood layers from the sediment background [79–81].

Sediment origin. Flood layers are often enriched in lithogenic elements such as Ti, K, Rb, Ca and sometimes Zr (Figure 5). These elements can thus be used to distinguish mm-scale flood layers from the sediment background [79–81].

Grain-size. Different geochemical composition between the finest (e.g., enriched in K and/or Fe) and the coarsest sediment fractions (e.g., enriched in Zr or Ca) were observed, allowing the robust reconstruction of mm-scale changes in grain size [43,47]. Then, these elements or rather elementary ratios such as Ca/K or Ca/Fe, Zr/Fe and Zr/K can be used as grain size proxies to identify flood deposits [38,43,47,61,82] (Figures 4 and 5). The association between an elementary ratio and the grain size variability, however, needs to be tested and confirmed for each study site as it is bound to the mineralogy of the lake catchment and may also reflect changes in sediment origin or weathering processes. In addition, K might be preferred to Fe to represent fine particles in settings sensitive to redox processes.

Organic matter (OM) content. By using the incoherence/coherence (Inc/Coh) ratio and the Br element, it is possible to distinguish the detrital-rich flood layers in organic-rich sediment sequences. The Compton (Inc) and Rayleigh (Coh) scattering are linked to the mean atomic number of the sample. Carbon-rich sediments generate high Compton and low Rayleigh scattering [83], which explains the relationship observed between the Inc/Coh ratio and the carbon content in some sediments [31] (Figure 5).

4.5. Mineral and Isotopic Geochemistry

Sediments deposited during a flood event gather chemical and physical characteristics that can differ from the continuous sedimentation because of the different sediment sources and modes of deposition. Since the mineral and organic geochemical composition may then help identify flood deposits, geochemical analytical techniques were widely applied. Among these techniques, the XRF core scanning technique has been the most used, offering great advantages, such as time-efficient, continuous, and high-resolution (up to 100–200 µm) records without damaging the core (non-destructive method) [78]. It gives insight into the sediment elemental composition that can be used, depending on the sedimentary contexts, as proxy of:

(i) Sediment origin. Flood layers are often enriched in lithogenic elements such as Ti, K, Rb, Ca and sometimes Zr (Figure 5). These elements can thus be used to distinguish mm-scale flood layers from the sediment background [79–81].

(ii) Grain-size. Different geochemical composition between the finest (e.g., enriched in K and/or Fe) and the coarsest sediment fractions (e.g., enriched in Zr or Ca) were observed, allowing the robust reconstruction of mm-scale changes in grain size [43,47]. Then, these elements or rather elementary ratios such as Ca/K or Ca/Fe, Zr/Fe and Zr/K can be used as grain size proxies to identify flood deposits [38,43,47,61,82] (Figures 4 and 5). The association between an elementary ratio and the grain size variability, however, needs to be tested and confirmed for each study site as it is bound to the mineralogy of the lake catchment and may also reflect changes in sediment origin or weathering processes. In addition, K might be preferred to Fe to represent fine particles in settings sensitive to redox processes.

(iii) Organic matter (OM) content. By using the incoherence/coherence (Inc/Coh) ratio and the Br element, it is possible to distinguish the detrital-rich flood layers in organic-rich sediment sequences. The Compton (Inc) and Rayleigh (Coh) scattering are linked to the mean atomic number of the sample. Carbon-rich sediments generate high Compton and low Rayleigh scattering [83], which explains the relationship observed between the Inc/Coh ratio and the carbon content in some sediments [31] (Figure 5).
Br is known to be incorporated into the biomass and is thus often correlated with the OM content [84–86]. Moreover, different relationships between the Br and OM were observed according to the source of organic material [86], making the Br/OM ratio potentially relevant for flood detection by distinguishing terrestrial from aquatic organic matter.

The different sources of material characterizing flood deposits from the sediment background have also been highlighted using stable isotopes. In carbonated settings, stable oxygen and carbon isotopes of bulk carbonates allow disentangling allochthonous (detrital) from autochthonous (endogenic) calcite [87]. Lastly, the combination of both scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and µ-XRF or energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDX) can further help distinguish flood layers from the continuous sedimentation, with a high 2D spatial resolution (<1 mm) [25,33,88,89]. While this combination of methods requires making a thin section or an impregnated sediment block and is thus destructive, it nevertheless allows determining the mineral composition of the deposits of interest and even the nature and size of their particles.

4.6. Magnetic Properties

Environmental magnetism, including the characterization of magnetic properties, holds the potential to differentiate between sediments with different magnetic signatures, and thus also fingerprint material mobilized by flood events. Magnetic susceptibility is a measure of a material’s ability to acquire magnetization when exposed to a weak magnetic field. Natural sediment samples are, depending on the carriers in question, composed of a mix of diamagnetic, paramagnetic and ferri/ferromagnetic particles [90]. When the sediment background is carbonated or organic, magnetic susceptibility measurements can be used to recognize flood deposits as minerogenic deposits with relatively high magnetic susceptibility or a rapid change in the sediment composition led by the minerogenic inputs during the flood [32,33,56,91–93] (Figure 6). Such measurements are typically done using a point sensor (Bartington MS2E) on a sediment core surface for 2 mm resolution measurements. The magnetic susceptibility can also be used to fingerprint different source materials given that they possess different magnetic carriers and that these have been stable over time [76,94–96]. For instance, Ekblom Johansson et al. [97] measured the mass specific magnetic susceptibility (\(\chi_{\text{bulk}}\)) of sediment both at room temperature (293 K) and cooled (77 K) to differentiate between freshly-eroded glacial sediments and re-deposited flood transported sediments in a pro-glacial lake, using a Multi-Function Kappa Bridge (MFK1-FA). Given the temperature dependence of paramagnetic material, the ratio between \(\chi_{\text{bulk77K}}\) and \(\chi_{\text{bulk293K}}\) is used to study the influence of paramagnetic material on the bulk susceptibility. A high ratio (max 3.8) suggests that paramagnetic minerals dominate the sample, whereas a lower ratio indicates an increasing amount of ferromagnetic particles [98] and is directly related to the presence of freshly-eroded bedrock. Using this, Ekblom Johansson et al. [97] identified flood-transported material with relatively high ferromagnetic content, whereas the freshly-eroded glacial material was more paramagnetic. A similar approach was used by Støren et al. [92] to differentiate spring snowmelt floods from rainstorm floods, given that the different flood types mobilize material from different source materials.

4.7. Organic Matter

The high-energy transport of terrestrial sediments to the lake during floods may result in the presence of terrestrial plant macrofossils in the flood sediments, which is a classically used and easy-attributable feature of flood layers [32,93,99,100]. In detrital-rich lake sediment sequences, terrestrial inputs may be the main source of organic matter, resulting in high organic matter content in flood layers [32]. By contrast, in organic-rich sediment sequences, flood-induced detrital inputs often result in low organic content in flood layers [15,18,31,33,56,101]. Measurement of the organic content is commonly performed through Loss of Ignition [102] or Rock-Eval pyrolysis [103]. As introduced above,
the Inc/Coh ratio or Br from XRF core scanner measurements can also supplant classical OM measurements for the benefit of time-efficient and high-resolution measurements [31] (Figure 5). Magnetic susceptibility has been used in a similar way, highlighting an increase of the mineral component at the expense of the organic one [32,33,39,101] (Figure 6). This, however, requires assuming that the magnetic mineralogy and the fraction of the magnetic particles within the detrital matter are stable over time. Further analyses of the organic matter can be carried out by quantitative organic petrography [104]. For instance, Simonneau et al. [45] revealed the presence of soils and lignocellulosic debris in flood deposits, contrasting with typical algal particles in background sediments. Rock-Eval pyrolysis [48], organic carbon isotopes $\delta^{13}$Corg [33] and C/N atomic ratio [105,106] analyses also enable characterizing the lacustrine versus terrestrial origin of the organic matter when comparing its signature in bulk sediments and rock/soil samples from the catchment. Care is, however, required when interpreting higher $\delta^{13}$Corg values since they may also reflect higher algal productivity with eutrophication [107]. This change in quantity and nature of organic matter between flood deposits and sediment background induce color changes that can also be discriminated by visible-range [36,44,101,108] and short-wave infrared reflectance spectroscopic analyses [61].

4.8. High-Resolution Imaging and Automatic Detection of Flood Layers

The development of fast and non-destructive high-resolution acquisition techniques helps to improve flood layer detection. As for CT- and XRF-scans, high-resolution imaging techniques (HSI) can be used to highlight physical and chemical differences between the continuous sedimentation and the event layers. HSI analyzes the color of the sample surface using imaging sensors (visible near-infrared, VNIR: 400–1000 nm, and short wave infrared, SWIR: 1000–2500 nm). HSI can be combined with machine learning to characterize mineralogical fingerprints, organic matter and grain-size distribution at a very high sampling resolution, i.e., 60 to 200 µm [109,110] (Figure 5). It is thus a perfect tool to detect detrital input or coarse and graded beds from the continuous sedimentation and it can be used to identify flood layers. On the other hand, CT scanning (Section 4.3) allows exploration of complex sedimentary structures through sub-millimeter scale 3-D reconstructions based on differences in the relative densities of the observed objects [50,76,111]. From the 3-D numerical model, the image analysis can be used to obtain quantitative information about the grain-size, the organic matter content, erosional boundaries, the presence of macrofossils or the volumetry of objects [76], allowing to distinguish event layers from the continuous sedimentation [50,112,113].

The detection of flood events in a sediment sequence can be time-consuming and, depending on the methodology applied, characterized at a low resolution possibly leading to under-estimated identification and/or misidentification. The operator may need to combine several analyses to detect flood deposits. A few studies have developed semi-automatic or automatic methods to objectively detect flood deposits in a sedimentary sequence. High-resolution analytical approaches such as X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy, X-ray computed tomography, RGB images or hyperspectral imaging have been used to increase resolution and accuracy of the detection. A first attempt was made by Støren et al. [56], who used the rate of change of the magnetic susceptibility or of a CT-scan parameter. This value was calculated by dividing the variation in parameter values by variation in time. Vannière et al. [36] used an equivalent approach by extracting and normalizing the color signal from RGB images. For both studies, the methodology is rather simple, considering a flood deposit to be detected whenever the studied signal surpasses a threshold value. Recently, Rapuc et al. [109] showed that HSI, coupled with XRF data and discriminant algorithms, can also be used for high-resolution automatic identification of flood deposits.

Here, while the above examples of the use of different proxies are given, they should not be directly used as a “cooking recipe”. A good knowledge of the system, i.e., of the geological substratum, in-lake processes and changes in environmental conditions, is
required to identify the most appropriate proxies for flood identification. The combination of multiple proxies is also very useful and provides more robust interpretations.

5. Flood Layers among Event Layers

The hyperpycnite is the only deposit unequivocal of the flood trigger (Section 2). Detrital, homogeneous layers and graded beds can also result from mass-movement-induced currents [31,44,58,71,114–116]. Disentangling the trigger of these deposits is thereby crucial but often challenging to reconstruct robust paleoflood series. The only straightforward criteria to associate them to its trigger is the case the layer is directly overlying a mass-wasting deposit (e.g., a slump) [39,43,93,117]. In most cases, the association to the trigger relies on a site-specific combination of clues based on the spatial pattern, textural features and composition of the event layers. The best case is the direct observation of in-situ mechanisms during events through the monitoring of the lake system [27,28,80] or the study of features of historically, well-documented events that can be used to decipher the trigger of older deposits [37,44].

Studies often rely on the identification of distinct sediment sources since flood deposits are expected to be mainly composed of terrestrial sediments, whereas mass-movement deposits may be dominated by lacustrine sediments coming from the basin slopes (not influenced by the delta). All methods and tools used to detect flood layers in an organic-rich sediment sequence (Section 4) can thus be applied here to identify whether the event layer composition is closer either to the catchment material (i.e., flood deposits enriched in terrestrial material) or to the sedimentary background (i.e., mass-movement deposits enriched in lacustrine material). For instance, Simonneau et al. [45] showed with indicators derived from both Rock-Eval pyrolysis and quantitative organic petrography that mass-movement deposits mainly contain algal particles similar to those observed in background sediments, whereas flood deposits are made of soils and lignocellulosic debris. However, these methods and tools based on the contrast between terrestrial and lacustrine material are limited or even not applicable when (i) mass movements mobilize deltaic sediments, which are a mixture of both terrestrial and lacustrine sediments probably close to the flood deposit composition, or (ii) in detrital-rich environments, e.g., proglacial lakes, where the flood deposits and the sedimentary background are dominated by the terrestrial inputs. Complementary approaches based on source tracing can thus be implemented with analyses of the mineral geochemistry [11,39,100]. For instance, Wilhelm et al. [39] showed two clusters of deposits according to the geochemical features of the sediments; one made of material coming from the river catchment associated with flood deposits, and the other with features of lithologies located upstream from the lateral slopes associated to mass-movement deposits (Figure 7A).

Beyond the classical elements analyzed to trace the sources (e.g., Ca, Ti, K, Fe), Mn has recently been shown to be a relevant, unequivocal indicator of the flood trigger. During a flood, oxygen-rich water coming from the watershed reaches the water-sediment interface. When lake-bottom waters are oxygen-depleted, the Mn present in dissolved form precipitates as Mn oxyhydroxides at the base of or within the flood deposits, where they are preserved. Thus, Mn can be interpreted as a proxy of flood-induced lake bottom oxygenation [39,61,109,118,119] (Figure 7A). Another complementary approach is to study sediment transport dynamics through the spatial pattern and grain size features of the flood deposits. The areal deposit extent reconstructed from a set of cores and seismic data can evidence the sediment source from either the deltaic or the littoral slopes, the latter being unequivocal of a mass movement trigger [41,45,115] (Figure 7B). In addition, deposits that are more evenly distributed over the entire lake basin are most likely to have been triggered by flood events, whereas mass-movement deposits tend to concentrate in the deeper parts [41,43,44,114,115]. Some grain-size parameters are also relevant indicators of the respective triggers. For instance, a higher sorting is expected in case of flood-induced currents [32,41,44,71,118,120]. A Passega-type diagram (median vs. a coarse percentile [39,121]) or sorting vs. mean grain size diagram [71]) that show how
grain-size features evolve within the event layers helps to distinguish the ‘pure’ graded beds from the matrix-supported beds, especially when differences are too subtle to be detected through eye-naked observations [41,43,120]. Further scrutinizing of the ‘pure’ graded beds can be performed with plots of the basal coarsest fraction (D80 or higher) against the deposit thickness to disentangle the triggers [43,44,118,122] (Figure 7C). This analysis is based on the assumption that mass movements can transport large sediment quantities without an exceptionally high current energy, whereas sediment supplies and their grain size are both regulated by water currents during floods.

Figure 7. Distinction between flood and mass-movement triggers of event deposits based on (A) their geochemical features, (B) spatial extent and (C) grain size. FD means Flood Deposit and MMD Mass-Movement Deposits. (A) XRF analyses of the composition of event layers from Lake Foréant highlight two distinct clusters (one richer in Ca, Fe and slightly in K and one richer in Mn), revealing distinct sediment sources and redox processes that can be respectively associated to either mass movement or flood processes (modified after Wilhelm et al. [39]). (B) The set of cores in Lake Blanc Belledonne (BLB) and Blanc Aiguilles Rouges (BAR) allowed reconstructing deposit areas either over a larger part of the basin associated to flood events or restricted to the deepest part of the basin or at the foot of lateral slopes associated to mass movements (modified after Wilhelm et al. [41,43]). Blue arrows show lake inflows and outflows. (C) In Lake BAR, the coarsest fraction of the deposit bases (D90max) against the deposit thicknesses reveal different clusters, which, combined to other clues like the spatial pattern, can suggest the potential trigger (modified after Wilhelm et al. [43]).
Whatever the context and the methods used, a latter clue is the synchronicity with known historical events. This requires both an age-depth model with minimal dating uncertainties and the access to an exhaustive collection of dates of modern and historical events able to trigger the flood deposits and mass movements (Section 6). The event-to-event comparison between dates of historical events and deposit ages can then support the inferred trigger [39,44,62,118].

Each catchment-lake system is characterized by its own geomorphological setting and related processes. The most suitable approach to take into account this diversity is to deploy the above-mentioned methods to get a set of potentially-relevant variables. As there is no unequivocal variable of triggers, the variables are not evidence but potential clues that should be considered altogether to see whether or not they converge towards a common trigger for each deposit. Once univocal proxies of their respective triggers are found, they can be used for an automatic identification of flood and mass-movement deposits. In this way, Vannièrre et al. [36] used color data reflecting distinct composition in an organic-rich sequence, while Rapuc et al. [109] used HSI and XRF-measured geochemical elements in a carbonate-rich sequence to distinguish flood from mass-movement deposits. Using a detrital-rich sequence from an Alaskan lake, Praet et al. [116] found that distinguishing event layers and their triggers could be more subtle. They used multivariate statistics with a large set of variables to show that basal grain-size and deposit thickness were the most effective proxies for this discrimination; thus confirming the previous finding from the Alps [43] (Figure 7C).

6. Reconstructing Paleoflood Occurrence

6.1. Dating the Flood Deposits

Reconstructing paleoflood occurrence from lake sediments, i.e., moving from identified flood layers to a paleoflood chronicle, requires the construction of a well-constrained chronology. Once the event layers are identified (Section 4), whether assigned to a flood event or a mass-movement turbidite (Section 5), they are considered instantaneous in the sediment age-depth modeling. Ultimately, their occurrence date can be extracted.

A wide range of dating methods, covering a large spectrum of time scales and uncertainties, can be used, either alone or, preferably, together in a concerted manner [19,21] (Figure 8). Over the last centuries, chronologies of lake-sediment records are usually based on short-lived radionuclides; mainly $^{137}$Cs, and $^{210}$Pb profiling. $^{137}$Cs profiles allow to discriminate at most four discrete chronomarkers associated with nuclear weapon testing (initiation in AD 1954, and maximum Cs fallout in AD 1963), and to the Chernobyl and Fukushima accidents (AD 1986 and 2011). In contrast, $^{210}$Pb dating technique requires an age-depth model, whose computation is subject to the selected assumptions with respect to $^{210}$Pb$_{\text{excess}}$ fluxes and sedimentation rates. More details about these models (such as CFCS, CIC, CRS, and CRS piecewise), their assumptions and applications have been recently reviewed by Bruel & Sabatier (2020) [123]. Chronologies of lake-sediment records covering longer time scales (i.e., millennia) are commonly based on radiocarbon ($^{14}$C) dating of terrestrial plant macroremains. It is important to note that radiocarbon analyses should be preferably performed on macroremains coming from the sediment background. Indeed, macroremains in event layers may derive from mobilisation of very old material. Important progress of this method has considerably reduced the measurement uncertainties and the minimum recommended sample weights, where samples containing as little as a few micrograms of carbon can be dated using the gas-source input of the recently developed MIni CArbon DAting System (MICADAS). The usefulness of miniature samples (<150 µg C) was recently assessed for the dating of lake sediments [124]. Still marked by large uncertainties, $^{14}$C dating can be supplied by event stratigraphy to incorporate independent chronomarkers (e.g., human impact, earthquakes and volcanic eruptions). Furthermore, the matching between elementary geochemical stratigraphy and knowledge about catchment history of mineral ore production or regional/global lead pollution has been used to generate additional chronological control [22,125–127]. Secular variations
in the paleogeomagnetic field have also been explored as a complementary tool to establish more robust age–depth relationships, allowing to reduce radiocarbon-induced dating uncertainties by up to 30% [128]. The principle behind palaeomagnetism-based chronologies consists in identifying synchronous variations of declination and inclination of the Characteristic Remanent Magnetization (ChRM) measured in the sediment records and the reference geomagnetic model. Combining different dating techniques help to reduce and constrain dating uncertainties. This is fundamental to be able to calibrate the flood chronicle to instrumental and historical series, and to accurately assess spatial changes in flood occurrence through the comparison with other regional paleoflood records. Such comparisons also require the construction of an accurate age-depth model, which considers event layers as instantaneous deposits (few hours or days) with respect to the background sedimentation (deposited at a much lower pace). In order to do so, different age-model computation techniques are offered, which include serac for the last century [123], and the widely-used CLAM, OxCal, Bacon and Bchron for longer periods, whose performance on lake sediments was recently reviewed by Trachsel and Telford (2017) [129].

**Figure 8.** Examples of flood record calibration against different instrumental and historical dataset types. (A) Lake Savine (France) non-varved flood record (age-depth model from $^{137}$Cs and $^{210}$Pb radiometric dating techniques) vs. historical floods from Lake Bramans (modified from Sabatier et al., 2017 [118]); (B) Lake Oeschinensee (Switzerland) varved flood record (age–depth model built by varve counting and $^{137}$Cs and $^{210}$Pb dating) with documented floods from Kander river (modified from Amann et al., 2015 [68]); (C) Lake Ammersee (Germany) flood deposit occurrence and thickness vs. daily runoff from river Ammer (modified from Czymzik et al., 2013 [55]); (D) Lake Montcortès (Spain) flood layers occurrence and thickness vs. annual maximum daily precipitation from a nearby meteorological station (modified from Corella et al., 2014 [38]).
Annually-laminated sediments, i.e., varved lake sediments, are considered here a particular case that offers two important advantages in paleoflood reconstruction using lake sediments: (i) the downcore counting of varves offers a direct and incremental dating technique with the highest possible chronological resolution [130], and (ii) the season of a flood can be identified in details through the relative position of the detrital layer within a varve year [52,64,89,131,132] (Figures 3C and 8B). Due to the sub-mm scale of the deposits, varves and detrital layers are commonly discriminated using high-resolution microfacies sampling methodology, for which thin sections are analyzed with a petrographic analysis [68,132–134]. These microfacies observations can be reinforced by digital image analysis [135], high-resolution CT scan [75] or micro X-ray fluorescence analysis, which stand as powerful layer characterization and counting tools [27,64,131,136]. Once the varves and instantaneous deposits are well distinguished, a varve chronology is established through replicate varve counts and thickness measurements [130]. The uncertainty envelope can further be reduced by counts operated on multiple cores spatially distributed in the lake [64]. The chronology then needs to be validated, i.e., by confirming the annual character of the laminations all along the sequence. This is done through age consistency with other independent dating techniques, such as with $^{210}$Pb and $^{137}$Cs for upper sections, and with $^{14}$C dating and well-dated anchor points (historical floods, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions) for deeper sections of the sediment cores [68,131,133].

6.2. Calibrating the Record of Flood Occurrence

Improvements in flood layer detection and dating allowed producing detailed paleoflood chronicles [21], and made possible the calibration through event-to-event comparison with in-situ instrumental [26–28,38,54,64,122,126,127,131,135,137–141] (Figure 8C,D) and historical data [39,41,54,68,72,76,93,118,127] (Figure 8A,B). This calibration step first aims to validate the correspondence between flood layer deposits and observed flood events, and to quantify the degree of completeness of the flood record. Ideally, flood layer occurrence should be compared with discharge data from gauged stations close to the lake’s inlet, or at least from the same watershed. When this is not possible, rainfall data from nearby meteorological stations can be used as an indirect proxy for flood generation. Due to their low dating uncertainties, varved sediments make the event-to-event calibration possible at a seasonal resolution. This also makes it possible to assess the seasonal sensitivity of the lake to record floods [141] since flood-prone preconditioning factors may vary throughout the year [40]. For non-varved records, the event-to-event comparison may then be made difficult by the dating uncertainties. Although allocating specific flood layers to historical floods can be relatively well constrained over the last centuries as favored by the combination of dating techniques, the larger error range of millennial-long age-depth models might further challenge the comparison [126]. In this case, historical flood discharge peaks and identifiable flood deposits are often compared through periods of clustering in flood occurrence, such as through flood-rich vs. flood-poor periods [24,126,138]. Eventually, the resulting times series of paleoflood occurrence can be examined through correlation, clustering, frequency and cyclicity [132], and the comparison with local historical events and with other long-term flood or climatic records enables to investigate the general patterns of extreme hydrological events with respect to regional climate change.

7. Reconstructing Paleoflood Magnitude

7.1. Proxy of Flood Magnitude

Reconstructing magnitude from lake sediments requires finding a relevant, site-dependent proxy due to the unavailability of direct evidence. A flood event is characterized by an exceptional increase in river water discharge, thus a greater energy for sediment erosion and transport. This can result in the transport of coarser particles [70,135] and larger sediment volumes [13,141,142] than under normal conditions. As such, one can expect that the higher the flood discharge, the coarser and the thicker the flood
deposit [23,43]. The grain size [26,47], the deposit thickness [13,24,27,28,39,41,54] or both [43,118] can then be used as proxies of flood magnitude. Using grain size to quantify flood magnitude requires that the source of material in the catchment covers a wide range of grain sizes to reflect that of the flood discharge [24]. For instance, grain-size may be inappropriate to track changes in flood magnitude in the case of a clay-rich sediment source since all flood deposits are likely to be composed of similar fine particles [39]. This also requires measuring the coarsest fraction of each flood deposit since it is expected to reflect the flood peak. However, these measurements are time-consuming in flood-rich sediment sequence and limited to deposits thicker than a few millimeters due to the relatively low resolution of the analysis. To overcome these limitations, high-resolution geochemical data obtained through scanning techniques can be used as a proxy for grain size (Section 4), and/or for deposit thickness when the thickness is correlated to the grain size [24,43,72,118]. The deposit thickness can also be used to reconstruct flood-induced sediment volumes. For instance, Page et al. (1994) [13] observed a strong and significant correlation between total rainfall accumulated during storm events and deposit thickness in cores of lakes Tutira and Waikopiro, in New Zealand. However, the link between the deposit thickness in a given core and the total flood-sediment volume strongly depends on each site’s characteristics and, thereby, requires to be validated for each site. Indeed, the pathway of sediment-laden currents within the lake can vary between floods [23,50,54,59], thus resulting in various deposit geometries, even in case of similar flood discharges [24,27,54] (Figure 9). A multi-coring approach is the only way to account for these changing pathways and to reliably reconstruct the total sediment volume [54] (Figure 9). This issue of changing pathways is less problematic in lakes dominated by homopycnal currents, since a more homogeneous dispersion of the flood sediments within the lake basin is expected [24,41,43] (Figure 7B).

**Figure 9.** Flood-sediment volumes reconstructed from a multi-coring approach and calibrated with a long gauge series enabled reconstructing flood discharges of the upper part of the Rhône River (European Alps) over the last 350 years from the sediment sequence of Lake Bourget (modified after Jenny et al., 2014 [54]). Red points indicate core locations.
7.2. Calibrating the Record of Flood Magnitude

Any proxy of flood magnitude requires calibration. Similarly to flood occurrence, discharge data from gauged stations close to the lake’s inlet should be favored, or at least from the same watershed. When this is not possible, rainfall data from nearby meteorological stations are often used as an indirect proxy for flood generation. Such approaches have revealed site-specific thresholds in river and rainfall discharge, and they have provided insights into return periods of identified flood layers \([6,26,38,54,64,80,141]\). These calibrations and thresholds in peak discharge and/or maximum precipitation regimes are strictly dependent on the coring location, with river-proximal sites having a lower hydrological threshold than distal locations \([27,28,54,64,80,127]\). The hydrological thresholds within a given lake can be quantified through the deployment of a monitoring system combined with a multi-core sampling. Among the best examples is the monitoring of Lake Mondsee (Austria) by Kämpf et al., (2015, 2019) \([28,87]\). In this study, moorings were equipped with sediment traps and deployed in the lake at river proximal and distal locations, also integrating the upper and lower water column. This approach allowed characterizing the 3D spatial distribution of sediment fluxes in the lake water body through time to understand the flood layer formation in detail and to fix the hydrological threshold according to the coring locations (Figure 10). Thus, a careful selection of coring sites has been recommended, ideally integrating proximal and distal locations to obtain the most comprehensive record of flood events, i.e., documenting both small and large floods \([27,28,54,64,72,141]\). Jenny et al., (2014) \([54]\) provide one of the best examples of flood magnitude reconstruction based on sediment volumes. They took advantage of a 150-year-long discharge series to transform flood-sediment volumes in maximal discharge (flood peak) back to 1650 (Figure 9). This calibration also allowed determining the discharge threshold for which a flood deposit can be observed in Lake Bourget (France) sediment sequence, i.e., to quantify the lake sensitivity to record floods. A similar discharge threshold has been quantified in Lake Gomma (Norway), and a 6000-year-long record of flood occurrence exceeding this minimal discharge value was produced \([73]\). In the case of lakes Bourget and Gomma, the threshold discharge is controlled by a natural sill. However, all lake systems containing flood deposits are characterized by a specific threshold. This is well illustrated by the facts that: (i) flood deposits are occasional in the sediment sequence, and (ii) the number of recorded flood deposits differs significantly between lake records (Section 3). The threshold mainly depends on the level of material erodibility in the catchment and the river capacity to the sediment transfer. In absence of monitoring and/or discharge data, historical data can help validate the proxy reliability as the coarsest and/or the thickest flood deposits are expected to correspond to the most severe documented flood events \([41,72,118]\). However, calibration studies of flood magnitude proxies from lake sediments remain rarely achieved because long discharge series, and historical data to a lesser extent, are rarely available directly from the studied lake catchments. That is the reason why, in most cases, flood-magnitude proxies provide information about the relative flood magnitude rather than absolute values, i.e., to document when floods were the most severe in a given catchment \([24,39,73]\). Another critical issue when dealing with sediment volumes as a proxy for flood-magnitude is related to changes in erosion processes over time. Long-term changes in geomorphology (e.g., landslides, glacier activity), vegetation cover and human activity in a lake catchment can change the availability of material to be eroded and, thereby, can alter the relationship between discharge and sediment volumes. Therefore, the stability of erosion processes (Section 8) and, thereby, of the flood-magnitude proxy over time should be addressed.
processes may result in very different amounts of recorded floods between catchments, even in neighboring catchments subject to similar hydrometeorological conditions but that are characterized by different geophysical settings [143]. Ideally, this knowledge can be gained by analyzing the hydrometeorology of recently observed floods that occurred on the studied river [118,144]. Only a comprehensive instrumental dataset allows explaining the respective role of the atmospheric, catchment and river network processes. Regional flood typology [143] and climatology [145] can also help define the recorded floods and their drivers at first order. For instance, the flood seasonality is an important hydroclimate flood characteristic linked to the seasonality of the drivers [146]. This is easily accessible through

8. Understanding the Drivers of the Paleoflood Records

Once a paleoflood chronicle is reconstructed, the following steps consist in constraining our interpretation of the record by (i) defining what are the characteristics and the hydrometeorological drivers of the recorded floods, and (ii) estimating the persistence of these drivers over the entire record.

8.1. Hydrometeorological Drivers

Understanding the characteristics (e.g., seasonality, discharge threshold, return periods) of the recorded floods and their hydrometeorological drivers is a prerequisite for a meaningful interpretation of flood occurrence and magnitude, and for relevant comparison with other hydrological records. Indeed, floods result from a complex combination of atmospheric, catchment and river network processes [2,143]. The variability in these processes may result in very different amounts of recorded floods between catchments, even in neighboring catchments subject to similar hydrometeorological conditions but that are characterized by different geophysical settings [143]. Ideally, this knowledge can be gained by analyzing the hydrometeorology of recently observed floods that occurred on the studied river [118,144]. Only a comprehensive instrumental dataset allows explaining the respective role of the atmospheric, catchment and river network processes. Regional flood typology [143] and climatology [145] can also help define the recorded floods and their drivers at first order. For instance, the flood seasonality is an important hydroclimate flood characteristic linked to the seasonality of the drivers [146]. This is easily accessible through

Figure 10. Results from the river-lake monitoring campaign developed at Lake Mondsee (Austria) combining gauge data (A), proximal (B) and distal (C) sediment traps. The red colored samples highlight sediment flux peaks exceeding the median sediment flux (4 g·m⁻²·d⁻¹) and increasing by 50% compared to the previous sample. The grey bars highlight sediment flux peaks synchronous with high discharge. The dashed lines show that Figure 10. m³·s⁻¹ at proximal locations and 30 m³·s⁻¹ at distal locations for triggering peaks in sediment flux that will result in the formation of flood layers (modified after Kämpf et al., 2015 [28]).
the comparison with instrumental and/or historical data (Section 6), and can further be facilitated by the presence of varved sediments (Section 4). Beyond the seasonality, the comparison with long instrumental series or historical data from the same river can be used to date the occurrence of recently recorded floods with a daily resolution. Such information may be combined with long reanalysis datasets such as NCEP-NCAR Reanalysis [147] and 20th Century Reanalysis [148] to determine the hydrometeorological processes triggering the recorded floods [5,120,149]. Reanalysis datasets are also used to explore the relationship between large-scale atmospheric patterns and flood occurrence by studying changes in flood frequency and the variability of atmospheric circulation [5,52,118,150,151]. This comprises atmospheric blocking through high-pressure fields [5,151], shifts in atmospheric circulation and pressure variations [150], and the importance of cyclonic weather types and advective flows in initiating hydrological extremes [52,152]. Thus, improving our knowledge about flood-relevant atmospheric circulation changes, and the respective contribution of convection and advection in the generation of a flood [118] is key to discuss the reliability of regional paleoflood compilations. Furthermore, stacking paleoflood records of various flood types can bring insights into regional flood patterns and potential large-scale drivers [4,18,51]. Such an approach can also help detect similarities (differences) in the hydrometeorological processes due to synchronous (asynchronous) changes in past flood frequency and magnitude [150,153]. However, before extrapolating the hydrometeorological features to the past and using modern floods as analogues of past ones, the stability of the sedimentary processes within the catchment lake system needs to be evaluated beyond the instrumental period. Assessing the relative impact of the different drivers on past erosion conditions can address this challenge [153].

8.2. Long-Term Effect of Catchment Modification

When the sedimentary processes change over time, this may result in a different link between the hydrometeorological drivers and the recorded floods. For instance, a temporary increase in easily-erodible sediment availability in the catchment area can result in more frequent and thicker flood deposits since floods smaller than usual can erode and transport sediments toward the lake [50]. Any change in the catchment geomorphology, the vegetation cover and/or the land use may modify the sediment availability in the catchment area and disturb the relationships to the hydrometeorological drivers.

The geological and geomorphological map of the catchment area helps identify current and past sources of sediments, while historical and/or paleo-information can help document their possible changes in time. For instance, a threefold increase in flood-sediment flux has been observed in Lake Paringa (New Zealand) at the time of large seismically-induced landslides [49]. Similarly, glacial activity has been identified as a factor of changing sediment availability, constantly changing the relationships between climate and recorded floods [50]. However, the glacial activity seems to play a minor role as soon as there is a pre-existing, large stock of glacial material in the catchment [41,43,68]. The vegetation cover may change over time following natural environmental and climatic changes. For instance, following the glacial retreat at the beginning of the Holocene, the restoration of the vegetation cover (from rocky environments to forested areas) and the soil formation leading to slope stabilization occurred during about a millennium [48,153]. Such natural processes reduced the sediment availability in the catchment and, thereby, the sensitivity of the catchment-lake system to record floods [48] (Figure 11A). The vegetation cover can also be impacted by changes in land use through different mechanisms depending on human activities. Deforestation destabilizes the soil structure and exposes these disturbed soils directly to rainfall events. Pastoral activities reduce the vegetation cover and increase the soil compaction through trampling. This leads to more particles being exposed to rainfall events, accelerates the surface runoff and thus increases the capacity of particle mobilization (Figure 11B). Agricultural practices (e.g., ploughing, use of pesticides) also favor the sediment mobilization. These effects have been well highlighted in the Lake Montcortès sequence, where the flood-sediment yield has been multiplied by 5 to 9 depending on the different practices in the catchment area [140] (Figure 12A). In addition, they
also modify the seasonal distribution of the sediment inputs (Figure 12B). More generally, such human-induced modifications of the catchment-lake system have been observed to trigger either no impact on the flood record [25,55,72,101,118] or increases in both frequency and thickness of flood deposits [36,46,47,154] (Figure 12). Lastly, the establishment of agricultural terraces, of hedges to delimit plots or the way of planting (parallel instead of perpendicular to the slope) are expected to reduce the energy of the surface runoff and thus the capacity to mobilize particles during a rainfall event [155]. Humans can also act on the river course, modifying the sediment transfers during floods by for example building embankments or dams. For instance, in Lake Iseo catchment high and low flood frequencies were recorded during the Medieval Climate Anomaly (MCA) and the Little Ice Age (LIA), respectively [61]. Since flood frequency is known to regionally decrease (increase) during the MCA (LIA), the pattern recorded in Lake Iseo does not seem to be driven by climate changes. Instead, human activities may explain it with the abandonment of a village built on the delta at the beginning of the MCA, allowing the river to freely avulse. Then, during the LIA, a new village was built with flood protection infrastructures that divert the river course in a direction different from the coring site. However, the effects of such infrastructures are site-dependent, i.e., dependent on the initial, natural hydrological functioning, the modification carried out and its location as well as on the position of the studied sediment core. For instance, the building of dams and embankments upstream of Lake Bourget does not seem to have impacted the record of floods in its sedimentary sequence. Indeed, these infrastructures do not trap fine particles during large floods that were the only ones to reach the lake under both natural and man-made conditions [6,54]. Another remarkable example of river corrections affecting the sediment dynamics and flood record is very well seen in Lake Geneva where several engineering works during the last two centuries have strongly affected the Rhone river’s natural course upstream of the lake [156]. These river corrections have resulted in (i) the migration and deactivation of subaquatic channels that previously funneled flood-related hyperpycnal currents to the distal basin [53,117] and (ii) the impact on the erosion/sedimentation interplay in the active channel modifying the conduit morphology [157,158], eventually affected the completeness of the flood record in the distal basin [11].

Overall, changes in sedimentary processes due to human activities and settlements can thus have a significant impact on the flood record. Such processes should then be systematically taken into account to correctly interpret changes in flood frequency and magnitude. The most common analyses applied to obtain information on land use, and more generally on land cover, are palynological analyses (e.g., pollen, spores of co-prophilous fungi) [36,140,162]. Pollen provides insights into the evolution of the forest cover (e.g., deforestation) and the development of crops based on the identification of taxa from cultivated fields (e.g., cereals, rye, buckwheat, hemp) or orchards (e.g., vine, walnuts, chestnuts). Palynological records also include nitrophilous and ruderal taxa associated with pastoral activities like Plantago sp., Rumex sp., Urtica sp. or Chenopodiaceae. These indirect proxies are also often complemented by the analyses of Sporormiella sp. spores growing on dejections from herbivores to validate the reconstruction of pastoral history [162,163]. However, vegetation reconstructions can reflect landscape changes over larger areas than those of the studied catchments because pollen can be transported by the wind over a great distance. To overcome this limit, plant DNA analysis from lake sediments (lake sedDNA) represents an interesting proxy. Indeed, it has been shown that runoff and erosion are the main transfer processes of plant DNA, thereby mainly coming from the watershed [164]. Lake sedDNA analyses also provide the opportunity to directly reconstruct the presence of livestock [46,164] (Figure 11B). However, while DNA analyses are powerful for examining the impact of different animal species on the dynamics of erosion and flood deposits, analyses of Sporormiella sp. spores are more sensitive for detecting weaker pastoral pressure and therefore potentially more subtle impacts on flood sedimentary dynamics [164]. The analysis of other biomolecules well preserved in the sediments, such as fecal molecules (stanols, bile acid), miliacin or cannabinol [165], may also provide key information on past human activities. Integration of such multi-proxy approaches on the same core is
particularly relevant to assess the synchronicity between the phases of human activities and those of floods, without being affected by dating uncertainties (Figures 11 and 12). However, multi-disciplinary approaches, including archaeology and history are also very useful to detect potential human impacts. For instance, in the case of the study of Lake Iseo, the unexpected pattern of high and low flood frequencies could only be explained thanks to the existence of archaeological data demonstrating the abandonment and building of the village on the delta during the MCA and LIA, respectively [61]. In another study on a small mountain lake (Lake Anterne in the northern French Alps), a phase of high flood frequency could be associated, not with a phase of high hydrological activity, but instead to a phase of high pastoral pressure based on a body of evidence including archaeological remains of a pastoral cabin containing sheep bones [161] (Figure 11).

Figure 11. (A) Flood frequency recorded in Lake Anterne (European Alps) compared with the landscape changes reconstructed from a selection of plant taxa and mammals detected by DNA analyses over the last 10,000 years (modified after Pansu et al., 2015 [159]). The phases in blue and green represent, respectively, the developments of pioneer taxa on rocky/meadow environments and then of the open forest landscape with tall herbs growing on well-developed soils. (B) Focus on the last 3000 years to highlight periods of high flood frequency in phase with periods of high pastoral activities (based on mammal DNA analyses and 14C dates performed on charcoals from remains of a pastoral cabin discovered close to the lake) and/or climatic changes (highlighted by the reconstructions of Aletsch Glacier fluctuations [160] and summer temperature from tree-rings [169]) (modified after Giguet-Covex et al., 2014 [161]). The blue-colored areas represent periods of high flood frequency associated with periods of glacier advances and cold (and/or wet) conditions. The orange-colored area represents the period of high flood frequency associated with a period of glacier retreat and warm (and/or dry) conditions, but high pastoral activities. All DNA analyses are represented in a number of positive replicates (i.e., when more than 5 DNA sequences were detected in a sample replicate). Eight sample replicates were performed in total.
we encourage to: (i) systematize case studies in gauged catchments to develop methods to consider paleoflood information. This is in contrast to the recommendations of proxy calibration (Section 7). On the other hand, even when paleoflood series document processes [168–170]. Such applications are numerous in the literature using paleodata such as fecal molecules (stanols, bile acid), miliacin or cannabinol [165], may also provide complementary data (continuous, high-resolution grain-size measurements or sediment volumes), and (iii) the lack of gauge records in the catchment of the studied lake for the study of Lake Iseo, the unexpected pattern of high and low flood frequencies could only be explained thanks to the existence of archaeological data demonstrating the abandonment of pastoral activities and those of floods, without being affected by dating uncertainties (Figure 11B). However, while DNA analyses can deliver for understanding, quantifying and managing flood risk, some challenges need to be addressed:

The differences can reside in the atmospheric, catchment or river network processes [168–170]. Such applications are numerous in the literature using paleodata mostly based on riverine sediments [3] and much less on lake sediments because flood magnitude is rarely obtained from lake sediments. The main reasons are likely: (i) the absence of direct evidence for flood magnitude that requires complementary research to develop site-specific proxies, (ii) the significant effort needed for the acquisition of complementary data (continuous, high-resolution grain-size measurements or sediment volumes), and (iii) the lack of gauge records in the catchment of the studied lake for the proxy calibration (Section 7). On the other hand, even when paleoflood series document flood magnitude, there is some hesitation from the hydrology community and engineering practice to consider paleoflood information. This is in contrast to the recommendations made by some countries (e.g., USA, Australia and Spain) to incorporate paleoflood information in flood hazard assessments [171]. To tap into the full potential that paleoflood records can deliver for understanding, quantifying and managing flood risk, some challenges need to be addressed:

9. Open Challenges for Improving Paleoflood Reconstructions and Their Uses

Providing long-term records of flood occurrence and magnitude, paleoflood data can inform flood design and flood risk assessment [2,3]. This is expected to (i) improve the estimation of the upper tail of the flood peak distribution [166], (ii) reduce the uncertainty of flood design [6], and (iii) provide scenarios of extraordinary floods [54]. In addition, integrating paleofloods can serve as an alternative path for estimating worst-case floods, such as the Probable Maximum Flood (PMF), which is required for safety considerations of high-hazard infrastructure in many countries. On the other hand, reconstructing paleofloods also offers the potential to better understand the processes that are associated with extreme events, and rarely documented by the short systematic gauge records. There is evidence that extreme floods can be generated by different processes than small floods [167].

Figure 12. (A) Mean annual sediment yield (SY) provided by flood events from the catchment to Lake Montcortes during the different cultural landscape changes. (B) Relative seasonal contribution to annual sediment yield (%) The different land use phases have been reconstructed from a multi-proxy approach combining coprophilous fungi, pollen and charcoals (modified from Corella et al., 2019 [140]).

Overall, changes in sedimentary processes due to human activities and settlements can thus have a significant impact on the flood record. Such processes should then be more generally on land cover, are palynological analyses (e.g., pollen, spores of coprophilous fungi) [36,140,162]. Pollen provides insights into the evolution of the forest cover and flood deposits, analyses of Sporormiella sp. spores are more sensitive for detecting the presence of livestock [46,164] (Figure 11B). However, while DNA analyses are mostly based on riverine sediments [3] and much less on lake sediments because flood magnitude is rarely obtained from lake sediments. The main reasons are likely: (i) the absence of direct evidence for flood magnitude that requires complementary research to develop site-specific proxies, (ii) the significant effort needed for the acquisition of complementary data (continuous, high-resolution grain-size measurements or sediment volumes), and (iii) the lack of gauge records in the catchment of the studied lake for the proxy calibration (Section 7). On the other hand, even when paleoflood series document flood magnitude, there is some hesitation from the hydrology community and engineering practice to consider paleoflood information. This is in contrast to the recommendations made by some countries (e.g., USA, Australia and Spain) to incorporate paleoflood information in flood hazard assessments [171]. To tap into the full potential that paleoflood records can deliver for understanding, quantifying and managing flood risk, some challenges need to be addressed:

Given the stakes enumerated above, developing methods and applications to systematically document flood magnitude appears as a priority for the community. Therefore, we encourage to: (i) systematize case studies in gauged catchments to develop methods...
and identify their strengths, limits and conditions for replications, and (ii) acquire data for developing flood-magnitude proxies as often as possible. Ideally, these studies should be combined with monitoring and modeling endeavors to understand and quantify the complete path from the flood-triggering rainfall event through the catchment and river system to the lake sediments. This requires collaborations between sedimentologists, hydrologists and modelers.

The benefit of paleoflood data for flood design and risk assessment depends on the type (e.g., discharge magnitude or time interval during which a given discharge has not been exceeded), but also on the uncertainty of the paleodata. To decide whether the integration of a given paleo-dataset improves flood frequency estimation requires understanding its uncertainty. Therefore, particular care should be taken to identify, quantify and communicate uncertainties associated with the reconstructions (e.g., detection threshold, calibration, chronology, etc.).

A major obstacle for including paleoflood data into flood design and risk assessment is the argument of non-stationarity. Paleo floods may have occurred under climatic and land surface conditions which were so different from today (and from those in the near future) so that their transfer is questionable. Besides the counterview that paleofloods are important pieces of information despite potential non-stationarity, one should aim to understand the major drivers of change and the associated sensitivity of flood characteristics. For instance, flood timing, i.e., the occurrence of floods within the year, typically depends on climatic drivers and is not sensitive to land use. In contrast, flood magnitude can be sensitive to changes in atmospheric, catchment and river network processes. Reconstructions of climate and land surface characteristics (e.g., vegetation, geomorphology, soils) are important inputs to such analyses, which should be systematically considered. Developing relevant methods to analyze the interactions between climate, land surface and flood variability, taking into account the respective characteristics (e.g., time and space scales) and uncertainties, is another challenge.

The hypothesis that extreme floods are dominated by different (atmospheric, catchment, river channel) processes than the bulk of the flood events is a strong argument for using information about past extreme events in flood design and risk assessment. However, the strength of this argument hinges on the capacity to understand these processes and explain them mechanistically. Hence, future research should aim at understanding the hydrometeorological processes underlying paleoflood events and investigating whether extreme floods are dominated by different processes than small floods. Since this research question requires covering a broad panel of scientific knowledge and tools, interdisciplinary approaches including for example statisticians, climate and hydrological modelers should be developed.
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